I. Introduction – Intent – Dr. White (2 minutes)

II. Data (basis for facilities) – Anita Martinez (15 minutes)

III. Summary of What Has Transpired to Date – Rob Barthelman (5 minutes)
   a. Number of Charettes
   b. Number of Invitees/Attendees

IV. Charette Re-Cap – Rob Barthelman - (20 minutes)

V. Presentation of Campus Master Plans
   a. Kentfield Campus - (120 minutes)
      • Presentation of Concepts & Plans
      • Questions and Answers
   b. Indian Valley Campus – (90 minutes)
      • Presentation of Concepts & Plans
      • Questions and Answers

VI. Next Steps – (30 minutes)
   a. Materials/Aesthetics
   b. One Master Plan for Each Campus
   c. Schedule Forward
   d. Project Priorities